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For more than a quarter of a century, the INS 
Vikrant  had  proudly  symbolised  the  Indian 
Navy's status as the only regional navy with an 
aircraft carrier, which could project power in a 
limited manner into the Indian Ocean. But by 
the late 1980s the Vikrant was getting long in 
the tooth and was undergoing a life-extension 
refit that would keep it in service till 1997. And 

a more  muscular  newcomer  was  grabbing  the 
limelight  -  the  28,700-tonne  INS  Viraat, 
formerly INS Hermes, which India had acquired 
from the Royal Navy in 1987 after it had led the 

Falklands sea campaign. For the first time, naval planners began discussing a successor to the 
Vikrant.

…With a design finalised, the next challenge was to develop the "warship grade" steel needed 
for building the Vikrant. This challenging specialty metal needed to combine the contradictory 
qualities of hardness and toughness, just as a champion gymnast must be strong as well  as 
flexible.  It  had to retain  these qualities at  temperatures  of  minus 60 degree Celsius,  when 
normal metal plates shatter easily. In its maritime working environment, it should resist endless 
corrosion from seawater and air.

For long, India had relied on Russia, Poland, the UK and others for warship grade steel. But that 
exposed CSL to the danger of supply delays. And so the decision was taken to rely on the Steel 
Authority  of  India  Ltd  (SAIL),  which  had  been  working  with  DRDO  since  1999  on  mass-
producing warship steel. With the engineering drawings ready and production scheduled to 
begin,  SAIL  finally  mastered  the  process  in  2004  and  gave  the  green  light  to  begin 
construction.

SAIL's flagship plants at Bhilai, Rourkela, Bokaro and Durgapur have produced three special 
steels for the Vikrant, which will also be used for all subsequent Indian warships. These are 
DMR 249A for the hull and body; DMR 249B, a more resilient steel, for the flight deck that 
must take the repeated impact of 20-30 tonne fighter aircraft landing; and DMR Z25 for the 
floor of compartments that house engines and generators. This absorbs the compression and 
decompression from the heavy equipment. With expertise growing, SAIL is now developing 
DMR 292A, special steel for the hull of Indian submarines. 
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